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Western

More Than a Voting Booth

And we all know the state of American journalism.

By ANDRE VLTCHEK
A specter is haunting Europe and Western world — it is this
time, the specter of fascism. It came quietly, without great
fanfare and parades, without raised hands and loud shouts. But
it came, or it returned, as it has always been present in this
culture, one that has, for centuries, been enslaving our
entire planet.
As was in Nazi Germany, resistance to the fascist empire is
again given an unsavory name: terrorism. Partisans and
patriots, resistance fighters – all of them were and have
always been defined by fascist bigots as terrorists.
By the logic of Empire, to murder millions of men, women and
children in all corners of the world abroad is considered
legitimate and patriotic, but to defend one’s motherland was
and is a sign of extremism.

German Nazis and Italian Fascists defined their rule as
‘democratic’, and so does this Empire. The British and French
empires that exterminated tens of millions of people all over
the world, always promoted themselves as ‘democracies’.

And now, once again, we are witnessing a tremendous onslaught
by the business-political-imperialist Western apparatus,
destabilizing or directly destroying entire nations,
overthrowing governments and bombing ‘rebellious’ states into
the ground.
All this is done in the name of democracy, in the name of
freedom.
An unelected monster, as it has done for centuries, is playing
with the world, torturing some, and plundering others, or
both.
The West, in a final act of arrogance, has somehow confused
itself with its own concept of God. It has decided that it has
the full right to shape the planet, to punish and to reward,
to destroy and rebuild as it wishes.
This horrible wave of terror unleashed against our planet, is
justified by an increasingly meaningless but fanatically
defended dogma, symbolized by a box (made of card or wood,
usually), and masses of people sticking pieces of paper into
the opening on the top of that box.
This is the altar of Western ideological fundamentalism. This
is a supreme idiocy that cannot be questioned, as it
guarantees the status quo for ruling elites and business
interests, an absurdity that justifies all crimes, all lies
and all madness.
This sacrificial altar is called, Democracy, in direct mockery
to what the term symbolizes in its original, Greek, language.
***
In our latest book, “On Western Terrorism – from Hiroshima to
Drone Warfare”, Noam Chomsky commented on the ‘democratic’
process in the Western world:
“The goal of elections now is to undermine democracy. They are

run by the public relations industry and they’re certainly not
trying to create informed voters who’ll make rational choices.
They are trying to delude people into making irrational
choices. The same techniques that are used to undermine
markets are used to undermine democracy. It’s one of the major
industries in the country and its basic workings are
invisible.”
But what is it that really signifies this ‘sacred’ word, this
almost religious term, and this pinnacle of Western demagogy?
We hear it everywhere. We are ready to sacrifice millions of
lives (not ours of course, at least not yet, but definitely
lives of the others) in the name of it.
Democracy!
All those grand slogans and propaganda! Last year I visited
Pyongyang, but I have to testify that North Koreans are not as
good at slogans as the Western propagandists are.
“In the name of freedom and democracy!” Hundreds of millions
tons of bombs fell from the sky on the Laotian, Cambodian and
Vietnamese countryside… bodies were burned by napalm,
mutilated by spectacular explosions.
“Defending democracy!” Children were raped in front of their
parents in Central America, men and women machine-gunned down
by death squads that had been trained in military bases in the
United States of America.
“Civilizing the world and spreading democracy!” That has
always been a European slogan, their ‘stuff to do’, and a way
of showing their great civilization to others. Amputating
hands of Congolese people, murdering around ten million of
them, and many more in Namibia, East Africa, West Africa and
Algiers; gassing people of the Middle East (“I am strongly in
favour of using poisonous gas against uncivilised tribes”, to
borrow from the colorful lexicon of (Sir) Winston Churchill).

So what is it really? Who is it, that strange lady with an axe
in her hand and with a covered face – the lady whose name is
Democracy?
***
It is all very simple, actually. The term originates from the
Greek δημοκρατία (dēmokratía) “rule of the people”. Then and
now, it was supposed to be in direct contrast to ἀριστοκρατία
(aristokratia), that means “rule of an elite”.
‘Rule of the people’… Let us just visit a few examples of the
‘rule of the people’.
People spoke, they ruled, they voted ‘democratically’ in
Chile, bringing in the mild and socialist government of
‘Popular Unity’ of Salvador Allende.
Sure, the Chilean education system was so brilliant, its
political and social system so wonderful, that it inspired not
only many countries in Latin America, but also those in far
away Mediterranean Europe.
That could not be tolerated, because, as we all know, it is
only white Europe and North America that can be allowed to
supply the world with the blueprint for any society, anywhere
on this planet. It was decided that “Chile has to scream”,
that its economy had to be ruined and the “Popular Unity”
government kicked out of power.
Henry Kissinger, belonging, obviously, to a much higher race
and country of a much higher grade, made a straightforward and
in a way very ‘honest’ statement, clearly defining the North
American stand towards global democracy: “I don’t see why we
need to stand by and watch a country go Communist due to the
irresponsibility of its people.”
And so Chile was ravaged. Thousands of people were murdered
and ‘our son-of-a-bitch’ was brought to power. General

Pinochet was not elected: he bombed the Presidential palace in
Santiago, he savagely tortured the men and women who were
elected by the Chilean people, and he “disappeared” thousands.
But that was fine, because democracy, as it is seen from
Washington, London or Paris, is nothing more and nothing less
than what the white man needs in order to control this planet,
unopposed and preferably never criticized.
Of course Chile was not the only place where ‘democracy’ was
‘redefined’. And it was not the most brutal scenario either,
although it was brutal enough. But it was a very symbolic
‘case’, because here, there could be absolutely no dispute: an
extremely well educated, middle class country, voted in
transparent elections, just to have its government murdered,
tortured and exiled, simply because it was too democratic and
too involved in improving the lives of its people.
There were countless instances of open spite coming from the
North, towards the ‘rule of the people’ in Latin America. For
centuries, there have been limitless examples. Every country
‘south of the border’ in the Western Hemisphere, became a
victim.
After all, the self-imposed Monroe Doctrine gave North
Americans ‘unquestionable rights’ to intervene and ‘correct’
any ‘irresponsible’ democratic moves made by the lower races
inhabiting Central and South America as well as the Caribbean
Islands.
There were many different scenarios of real ingenuity, in how
to torture countries that embarked on building decent homes
for their people, although soon there was evidence of
repetitiveness and predictability.
The US has been either sponsoring extremely brutal coups (like
the one in Guatemala in 1954), or simply occupying the
countries in order to overthrow their democratically elected
governments. Justifications for such interventions have

varied: it was done in order to ‘restore order’, to ‘restore
freedom and democracy’, or to prevent the emergence of
‘another Cuba’.
From the Dominican Republic in 1965 to Grenada in 1983,
countries were ‘saved from themselves’ through the
introduction (by orders from mainly the Protestant North
American elites with clearly pathological superiority
complexes) of death squads that administered torture, rape and
extrajudicial executions. People were killed because their
democratic decisions were seen as ‘irresponsible’ and
therefore unacceptable.
While there has been open racism in every aspect of how the
Empire controlled its colonies, ‘political correctness’ was
skillfully introduced, effectively reducing to a bare minimum
any serious critiques of the societies that were forced into
submission.
In Indonesia, between 1 and 3 million people were murdered in
the years1965/66, in a US -sponsored coup, because there too,
was a ‘great danger’ that the people would rule and decide to
vote ‘irresponsibly’, bringing the Communist Party of
Indonesia (PKI), at that time the third most numerous
Communist Party anywhere in the world, to power.
The

democratically

elected

President

of

Congo,

Patrice

Lumumba, was murdered in 1961, by the joint efforts of the
United States and Europe, simply because he was determined to
use the vast natural resources of his country to feed his own
people; and because he dared to criticize Western colonialism
and imperialism openly and passionately.
East Timor lost a third of its population simply because its
people, after gaining independence from Portugal, dared to
vote the left-leaning FRETILIN into power. “We are not going
to tolerate another Cuba next to our shores”, protested the
Indonesian fascist dictator Suharto, and the US and Australia

strongly agreed. The torture, and extermination of East
Timorese people by the Indonesian military, was considered
irrelevant and not even worth reporting in the mass media.
The people of Iran could of course not be trusted with
‘democracy’. Iran is one of the oldest and greatest cultures
on earth, but its people wanted to use the revenues from its
oil to improve their lives, not to feed foreign multinationals. That has always been considered a crime by Western
powers – a crime punishable by death.
The people of Iran decided to rule; they voted, they said that
they want to have all their oil industry nationalized.
Mohammad Mosaddeq, the democratically elected Prime Minister
of Iran from 1951 to 1953, was ready to implement what his
people demanded. But his government was overthrown in a coup
d’état, orchestrated by the British MI6 and North American
CIA, and what followed was the murderous dictatorship of the
deranged Western puppet – Reza Pahlavi. As in Latin America
and Indonesia, instead of schools, hospitals and housing
projects, people got death squads, torture chambers and fear.
Is that what they wanted? Is that what they voted for?
There were literally dozens of countries, all over the world,
which had to be ‘saved’, by the West, from their own
‘irresponsible citizens and voters’. Brazil recently
‘celebrated’ the 50th anniversary of the US-backed military
coup d’état, which began a horrendous 20 year long military
dictatorship. The US supported two coups in Iraq, in 1963 and
1968 that brought Saddam Hussein and his Baath Party to power.
The list is endless. These are only some random examples.
On closer examination, the West has overthrown, or made
attempts to overthrow, almost any democratically elected
governments, on all continents attempting to serve their own
people, by providing them with decent standards of living and
social services. That is quite an achievement, and some
stamina!

Could it be then that the West only respects ‘Democracy’ when
‘people are forced to rule’ against their own interests? And
when they are ‘defending’ what they are ordered to defend by
local elites that are subservient to North American and
European interests?… and also when they are defending the
interests of foreign multi-national companies and Western
governments that are dependent on those companies?
***
Can anything be done? If a country is too weak to defend
itself by military means, against some mighty Western
aggressor, could it approach any international democratic
institutions, hoping for protection?
Unthinkable!
A good example is Nicaragua, which had been literally
terrorized by the United States, for no other reason than for
being socialist. Its government went to court.
The case was called: The Republic of Nicaragua v. The United
States of America.
It was a 1986 case at the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
in which the ICJ ruled in favor of Nicaragua and against the
United States and awarded reparations to Nicaragua.
The judgment was long, consisting of 291 points. Among them
that the United States had been involved in the “unlawful use
of force.” The alleged violations included attacks on
Nicaraguan facilities and naval vessels, the mining of
Nicaraguan ports, the invasion of Nicaraguan air space, and
the training, arming, equipping, financing and supplying of
forces (the “Contras”) and seeking to overthrow Nicaragua’s
Sandinista government.
Judgment was passed, and so were UN votes and resolutions. The
UN resolution from 1986 called for the full and immediate

compliance with the Judgment. Only Thailand, France and the UK
abstained. The US showed total spite towards the court, and it
vetoed all UN resolutions.
It continued its terror campaign against Nicaragua. In the
end, the ruined and exhausted country voted in 1990. It was
soon clear that it was not voting for or against Sandinista
government, but whether to endure more violence from the
North, or to simply accept depressing defeat. The Sandinista
government lost. It lost because the voters had a North
American gun pointing at their heads.
This is how ‘democracy’ works.
I covered the Nicaraguan elections of 1996 and I was told by
voters, by a great majority of them, that they were going to
vote for the right-wing candidate (Aleman), only because the
US was threatening to unleash another wave of terror in case
the Sandinista government came back to power, democratically.
The Sandinistas are now back. But only because most of Latin
America has changed, and there is unity and determination to
fight, if necessary.
***
While

the

Europeans

are

clearly

benefiting

from

neo-

colonialism and the plunder that goes on all over the world,
it would be ridiculous to claim that they themselves are
‘enjoying the fruits of democracy’.
In a dazzling novel “Seeing”, written by Jose Saramago, a
laureate for the Nobel Prize for literature, some 83% of
voters in an unidentified country (most likely Saramago’s
native Portugal), decide to cast blank ballots, expressing
clear spite towards the Western representative election
system.
This state, which prided itself as a ‘democratic one’,

responded by unleashing an orgy of terror against its own
citizens. It soon became obvious that people are allowed to
make democratic choices only when the result serves the
interests of the regime.
Ursula K Le Guin, reviewing the novel in the pages of The
Guardian, on 15 April 2006, admitted:
Turning in a blank ballot is a signal unfamiliar to most
Britons and Americans, who aren’t yet used to living under a
government that has made voting meaningless. In a functioning
democracy, one can consider not voting a lazy protest liable
to play into the hands of the party in power (as when low
Labour turn-out allowed Margaret Thatcher’s re-elections, and
Democratic apathy secured both elections of George W Bush). It
comes hard to me to admit that a vote is not in itself an act
of power, and I was at first blind to the point Saramago’s
non-voting voters are making.
She should not have been. Even in Europe itself, terror had
been unleashed, on many occasions, against the people who
decided to vote ‘incorrectly’.
Perhaps the most brutal instance was in the post WWII period,
when the Communist Parties were clearly heading for
spectacular victories in France, Italy and West Germany. Such
‘irresponsible behavior’ had to be, of course, stopped. Both
US and UK intelligence forces made a tremendous effort to
‘save democracy’ in Europe, employing Nazis to break,
intimidate, even murder members of progressive movements and
parties.
These Nazi cadres were later allowed, even encouraged, to
leave Europe for South America, some carrying huge booty from
the victims who vanished in concentration camps. This booty
included gold teeth.
Later on, in the 1990’s, I spoke to some of them, and also to
their children, in Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay. They

were proud of their deeds, unrepentant, and as Nazi as ever.
Many of those European Nazis later actively participated in
Operation Condor, so enthusiastically supported by the
Paraguayan fascist and pro-Western dictator, Alfredo
Strössner. Mr Strössner was a dear friend and asylum-giver to
many WWII war criminals, including people like Dr. Josef
Mengele, the Nazi doctor known as the “Angel of Death”, who
performed genetic experiments on children during the WWII.
So, after destroying that ‘irresponsible democratic process’
in Europe (the post-war Western Empire), many European Nazis
that were now loyally serving their new master, were asked to
continue with what they knew how to do best. Therefore they
helped to assassinate some 60,000 left-wing South American
men, women and their children, who were guilty of building
egalitarian and just societies in their home countries. Many
of these Nazis took part, directly, in Operacion Condor, under
the direct supervision of the United States and Europe.
As Naomi Klein writes in her book, Shock Doctrine:
“Operación Cóndor, also known as Plan Cóndor, Portuguese:
Operação Condor) was a campaign of political repression and
terror involving intelligence operations and assassination of
opponents, officially implemented in 1975 by the right-wing
dictatorships of the Southern Cone of South America. The
program was intended to eradicate communist or Soviet
influence and ideas, and to suppress active or potential
opposition movements against the participating governments.”
In Chile, German Nazis rolled up their sleeves and went to
work directly: by interrogating, liquidating and savagely
torturing members of the democratically elected government and
its supporters. They also performed countless medical
experiments on people, at the so-called Colonia Dirnidad,
during the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet, whose rule was
manufactured and sustained by Dr. Kissinger and his clique.

But back to Europe: in Greece, after WWII, both the UK and US
got heavily involved in the civil war between the Communists
and the extreme right-wing forces.
In 1967, just one month before the elections in which the
Greek left-wing was expected to win democratically (the
Indonesian scenario of 1965), the US and its ‘Greek colonels’
staged a coup, which marked the beginning of a 7 year savage
dictatorship.
What happened in Yugoslavia, some 30 years later is, of course
clear. A successful Communist country could not be allowed to
survive, and definitely not in Europe. As bombs fell on
Belgrade, many of those inquisitive and critically thinking
people that had any illusions left about the Western regime
and its ‘democratic principles’, lost them rapidly.
But by then, the majority of Europe already consisted of
indoctrinated masses, some of the worst informed and most
monolithic (in their thinking) on earth.
Europe and its voters… It is that constantly complaining
multitude, which wants more and more money, and delivers the
same and extremely predictable electoral results every four,
five or six years. It lives and votes mechanically. It has
totally lost its ability to imagine a different world, to
fight for humanist principles, and even to dream.
It is turning into an extremely scary place, a museum at best,
and a cemetery of human vision at the worst.
***
As Noam Chomsky pointed out:
Americans may be encouraged to vote, but not to participate
more meaningfully in the political arena. Essentially the
election is a method of marginalizing the population. A huge
propaganda campaign is mounted to get people to focus on these

personalized quadrennial extravaganzas and to think, “That’s
politics.” But it isn’t. It’s only a small part of politics.
The population has been carefully excluded from political
activity, and not by accident. An enormous amount of work has
gone into that disenfranchisement. During the 1960s the
outburst of popular participation in democracy terrified the
forces of convention, which mounted a fierce counter-campaign.
Manifestations show up today on the left as well as the right
in the effort to drive democracy back into the hole where it
belongs.
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The question here, really, is what have we done to democracy?
What have we turned it into? What happens once democracy has
been used up? When it has been hollowed out and emptied of
meaning? What happens when each of its institutions has
metastasized into something dangerous? What happens now that
democracy and the Free Market have fused into a single
predatory organism with a thin, constricted imagination that
revolves almost entirely around the idea of maximizing profit?
Is it possible to reverse this process? Can something that has
mutated go back to being what it used to be?
***
After all that brutality, and spite for people all over the
world, the West is now teaching the planet about democracy. It
is lecturing Asians and Africans, people from Middle East and
Sub-Continent, on how to make their countries more
‘democratic’. It is actually hard to believe, it should be one
of the most hilarious things on earth, but it is happening,
and everyone is silent about it.
Those who are listening without bursting into laughter are
actually well paid.
There are seminars; even foreign aid projects related to ‘good

governance’, sponsored by the European Union, and the United
States. The EU is actually much more active in this field.
Like the Italian mafia, it sends covert but unmistakable
messages to the world: “You do as we say, or we break your
legs… But if you obey, come to us and we will teach you how to
be a good aide to Cosa Nostra! And we will give you some pasta
and wine while you are learning.”
Because there is plenty of money, so called ‘funding’… members
of the elite, the academia, media and non-government
organizations, from countries that have been plundered by the
West – countries like Indonesia, Philippines, DR Congo,
Honduras, or Colombia –send armies of people to get
voluntarily indoctrinated, (sorry, to be ‘enlightened’) to
learn about democracy from the greatest assassins of genuine
‘people’s power’; from the West.
Violating democracy is an enormous business. To hush it up is
part of that business. To learn how to be idle and not to
intervene against the external forces destroying democracy in
your own country, while pretending to be ‘engaged and active’,
is actually the best business, much better than building
bridges or educating children (from a mercantilist point of
view).
Once, at the University of Indonesia where I was invited to
speak, a student asked me ‘what is the way forward’, to make
his country more democratic? I replied, looking at several
members of the professorial staff:
“Demand that your teachers stop going to Europe on fully
funded trips. Demand that they stop being trained in how to
brainwash you. Do not go there yourself, to study. Go there to
see, to understand and to learn, but not to study… Europe had
robbed you of everything. They are still looting your country.
What do you think you will learn there? Do you really think
they will teach you how to save your nation?”

Students began laughing. The professors were fuming. I was
never invited back. I am sure that the professors knew exactly
what I was talking about. The students did not. They were
thinking that I made a very good joke. But I was not trying to
be funny.
***
As I write these words, the Thai military junta has taken over
the country. The West is silent: the Thai military is an
extremely close ally. Democracy at work…
And as I write these words, the fascist government in Kiev is
chasing, kidnapping and “disappearing” people in the east and
south of Ukraine. By some insane twist of logic, the Western
corporate media is managing to blame Russia. And only a few
people are rolling around on the floor, laughing.
As I write these words, a big part of Africa is in flames,
totally destroyed by the US, UK, France and other colonial
powers.
Client states like the Philippines are now literally being
paid to get antagonistic with China.
Japanese neo-fascist adventurism fully supported by the Unites
States can easily trigger WWIII. So can Western greed and
fascist practices in Ukraine.
Democracy! People’s power!
If the West had sat on its ass, where it belongs, in Europe
and in North America, after WWII, the world would have hardly
any problems now. People like Lumumba, Allende, Sukarno,
Mosaddeq, would have led their nations and continents. They
would have communicated with their own people, interacted with
them. They would have built their own styles of ‘democracy’.
But all that came from the Bandung Conference of 1955, from
the ideals of the Non-Aligned movement, was ruined and bathed

in blood. The true hopes of the people of the world cut to
pieces, urinated on, and then thrown into gutter.
But no more time should be wasted by just analyzing, and by
crying over spilt milk. Time to move on!
The world has been tortured by Europe and the United States,
for decades and centuries. It has been tortured in the name of
democracy… but it has all been one great lie. The world has
been tortured simply because of greed, and because of racism.
Just look back at history. Europe and the United States have
only stopped calling people “niggers”, but they do not have
any more respect for them than before. And they are willing,
same as before, to sacrifice millions of human lives.
Let us stop worshiping their box, and those meaningless pieces
of paper that they want us to stick in there. There is no
power of people in this. Look at the United States itself –
where is our democracy? It is a one-party regime fully
controlled by market fundamentalists. Look at our press, and
propaganda…
Rule of the people by the people, true democracy, can be
achieved. We the people had been derailed, intellectually, so
we have not been thinking how, for so many decades.
Now we, many of us, know what is wrong, but we are still not
sure what is right.
Let us think and let us search, let us experiment. And also,
let us reject their fascism first. Let them stick their papers
wherever they want! Let them pretend that they are not slaves
to some vendors and swindlers. Let them do whatever they want
– there, where they belong.
Democracy is more than a box. It is more than a multitude of
political parties. It is when people can truly choose, decide
and build a society that they dream about. Democracy is the
lack of fear of having napalm and bombs murdering our dreams.

Democracy is when people speak and from those words grow their
own nation. Democracy is when millions of hands join together
and from that brilliant union, new trains begin to run, new
schools begin to teach, and new hospitals begin to heal. All
this by the people, for the people! All this created by proud
and free humans as gift to all – to their nation.
Yes, let the slave masters stick their pieces of paper into a
box, or somewhere else. They can call it democracy. Let us
call democracy something else – rule of the people, a great
exchange of ideas, of hopes and dreams. Let our taking control
over our lives and over our nations be called ‘democracy’!
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